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EPISODE 50: TAKING A SHOT AT GOAL
Have you ever been in a situation where a great opportunity was before you, whether it is in
your business, or your personal life, and all you had to do was reach out, and take it… Yet
you didn’t.

For some reason, you paused, you hesitated and maybe talked yourself out of it for one
reason or another.

In this week’s Podcast episode titled “TAKING A SHOT AT GOAL” we are echoing the words
of Eminem in his song “Lose Yourself” when he sang…

Look
If you had
One shot
Or one opportunity
To seize everything, you ever wanted
In one moment
Would you capture it
Or just let it slip?

We hope you enjoy it
“You miss one hundred percent of the shots you don’t take”
- Wayne Gretzky
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REASON WHY PEOPLE DO NOT TAKE THE SHOT ON GOAL

1.
-

Fear
“What if it doesn’t work out?” “What if it does work out?”
“I have never done this before”
“I don’t know enough”
“I’m too Young/ Too Old / Male/ Female…”

ACTION STEP

-

2.

Lean in to your fear and take the first scary step

Self Esteem
-

“Who am I to do this? “

-

“ Why should they do business with us “
“I don’t deserve this opportunity?”

ACTION STEP

-

3.

Working on your confidence and self esteem
Why not you? Why Not now?

Excuses/ Reasons/ Justifications
-

usually there is an underlying fear that is associated with these statements
“I’m busy”
“It’s too hard”
“I couldn't do that “

ACTION STEP

-

Be totally honest with yourself
What is the real reason you aren't taking action?
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4.

Not prepared to do the work

Quote Opportunity is missed by most people because it is dressed in overalls and
looks like work.
Thomas A. Edison

ACTION STEP

-

5.

The reality is that it will take work
Re-evaluate whether this is really what you should be doing

Don't recognise the significance of the moment

-

Being in the right place at the right time… And knowing it
Eg Surfer Kelly Slater and picking the perfect wave

ACTION STEP

-

6.

Listen to what you Head, Heart and Gut are saying to you
Trust your intuition
Seek counsel and support if necessary

I’m not ready / I don't have enough information

-

Element of perfectionism may come up here
Truth is most people aren't ready
Get Up, Dress Up and show Up as who you need to be
“Done is Better than perfect”
70% Rule used in Military is enough to get going
Builds Momentum

ACTION STEPS

-

Accept that not everything needs to be perfect to commence
Back yourself and go before you are ready
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7.

Indecision
-

Not clear on exactly what they want, and their Vision, and how taking the shot
ultimately helps them achieve that
The No. 1 common trait of all successful people is decisiveness

ACTION STEPS

1. Get clear on your Vision
2. Get clear in your Values and how taking action supports you in achieving your Vision
3. Take the Shot

